
Name ____________________________________

www.CamoFormal.com   Measurement - Fitting Form

CONE: Bust larger than waist and hips  (Bust measurement determines size)

RULER: Almost straight,  bust, waist, hips are close to the same measurement.   
    Usually Waist determines size to order.
SPOON: Hips larger than bust and waist.  (Hip measurement determines size )

4. Circle the body silhouette that BEST describes you. 

1.  Wearing a bra, measure your bust around the fullest part of the bust, 
                                           under your arms, around the widest part of your back.      
                                                                                                                                  Bust_______

Height    < 5’6” _______     or     >5’6”______ (may need extra length)    

Shoe size ________  Shoe heel height you plan to wear with this dress   _____

2.  Measure your waist around the smallest part of the waist.  
      This is usually 1-2 inches above your belly button at the bend of your waist.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                    Waist_______   
                                                                                                                               *Waist measurments are always important.

Please measure yourself with a tape measure:  

3.  Measure the widest  or largest part of your hips
                     

                                                                                                Hips_______    
                                *This measurement is especially important for a slim fiting dress.

Using your measurements, circle each measurement in the corresponding size column
    on the size chart below for    1)your bust,    2) your waist,     and 3) your hip measurement.

5. Order the largest size circled.

Weight ________  Bra Size _________

HOURGLASS: proportional bust, waist, and hip measurements.

W Women's Size Chart
 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Bust 32 33 34 37 38 39 41 43 46 49 56 59 62 65 68
Waist 24 25 26 27 29 31 33 35 38 41 46 50 53 56 59

Hips 36 37 38 39 41 43 45 47 50 53 56 62 65 68 71
Waist to Hem 45" 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

It is usually best to order the size where all 3 measurements are equal to or greater than your measurements.  Most customers usually require alterations 
because garments are made to a standard size chart (pattern) and personal measurements often cross over several sizes.  
Camo Formals are sewn as much as possible with “open” seams  which allow for easier alterations.   Please allow for a few days extra time to contact a local 
seamstress if alterations are needed. 
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